
Drive up fleet 
performance with  
O2 Smart Vehicle
Deliver more efficiency, productivity  
and profit with advanced IoT vehicle  
telematics from O2.

If you want to run a safer, more  
cost-effective fleet, and get more from 
your vehicles and drivers, take a look at  
O2 Smart Vehicle, powered by Geotab. 

It uses real-time telematics to capture 
hundreds of data points across different 
categories of vehicle and driver 
information. So both fleet operators  
and leasing companies can adopt  
a proactive, preventative approach  
to maintenance that delivers huge 
efficiencies and savings. 

In the average fleet, O2 Smart  
Vehicle delivers:

• 10-15% lower fuel costs 

• 5-10% extra productivity 

• 10-20% less costly and  
unproductive idle time1

1. Geotab 
2.  geotab.com/wp-content/themes/geotab-template/ 

resources/whitepapers/increasing-profitability-whitepaper.pdf

The average transport company 
with 303 vehicles, each averaging 
10,920.81 miles per year, could 
save £290,793.41 annually in  
direct costs, productivity gains  
and efficiency improvements  
with O2 Smart Vehicle.2

“The O2 solution is unique. 
Other companies could do driver 
behaviour and tracking, but no 
one else could get that detailed 
information from on-board 
diagnostics about how vehicles are 
performing on a day-to-day basis.”

Tom Lindup 
Group Managing Director, Van Elle



Real-time remote  
visibility 

Get a second-by-second view of vehicle 
locations. And detailed information such  
as vehicle mileage, driver behaviour,  
fuel and oil levels, tyre pressure, seat belt 
use and more. Using a comprehensive 
database of engine and diagnostic codes, 
O2 Smart Vehicle helps you take a 
preventative and proactive approach  
to vehicle maintenance.

Extra efficiency  
and performance 

Get your assets working harder. With 
detailed real-time insights, you can 
optimise utilisation rates for vehicles and 
drivers, to complete jobs faster and get 
more billable work done on every round. 

Cut operating 
costs 

Enjoy big cost-saving opportunities. 
Remotely monitor mileage to ensure 
service intervals are met. Reduce vehicle 
wear and tear by using in-vehicle driver 
coaching. Cut fuel spend, mileage 
reporting, idling times and overtime 
claims by keeping a closer eye on your 
entire fleet.

Improved vehicle  
and driver safety 

Extend the life of your vehicles by making 
sure they’re serviced and maintained on 
schedule. Reduce accidents and insurance 
premiums by maintaining your fleet in 
peak condition. Keep your staff safe and 
secure with real-time accident alerts.

Simple installation  
and management 

The OBD-II device easily attaches to the 
diagnostics port on any vehicle. Your data  
is presented in an intuitive online portal, 
and via API into your core systems.  
O2’s flexible managed service includes 
connectivity on all UK networks plus 28 
other countries across Europe. What could 
be simpler?

Discover O2 Smart Vehicle
Run a smarter, more profitable fleet with O2 vehicle telematics. 

How much could you save 
with O2 Smart Vehicle?

Find out with our online  
savings calculator at  
connect.o2.co.uk/assessment

Learn more about O2  
Smart Vehicle at  
o2.co.uk/smartvehicle


